
FAILURE IS SUCCESS IF WE LEARN FROM IT

Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be
strengthened, ambition inspired, and success.

Posted by. But there is much to learn when things go well. The more you fail and recover and improve, the
better you are as a person. Maybe you don't know why you failedâ€”but if you learn more about what
happened and try to figure it out, you just might be surprised at how much you learn. Robert Greene Mastery
Failure is instructive. What was different this time, and what part of those changes helped the most? This
taught me that failure is success and it is not too late to realise our mistakes. Keep trying, and keep failing.
Elon Musk Tesla Click to tweet The only risk of failure is promotion. Acknowledge your mistakes. If we can
cultivate a stronger relationship with failure, we can make success that much closer. Ed Catmull Creativity,
Inc. In this manner, we can get away from the stigma attached to the word failure, and insist we learn
something from the event, so that next time, we have a better chance at getting the desired result. They
misguided me and this cost me many opportunities for excelling. While success will mean different things to
different people, some of the most successful people have failed time and time again to be the awesome people
they are today. I am more compelled to get back to work than if I had a success. George Santayana Failure is
painful, and our feelings about this pain tend to screw up our understanding of its worth. So these people died,
but we have effectively improved the safety of the system, and nothing failed in vain. On the contrary, study it
carefully and imaginatively for its hidden assets. Tennessee Williams You want to create a space in which
people feel safe to think outside the box, test new approaches, and yes, even fail. Too much shield gas? Scott
Adams Dilbert You must have long term goals to keep you from being frustrated by short term failures. Tryon
Edwards Pain is the not the only way to learn a lesson, but it is the surest way to never forget one.
Acknowledge what happened and why you failed.


